Facility Records
KP — 20

The majority of the files here document research conducted by or under the direction of one Professor Kramolag. The earliest work focuses on aquatic creatures, but increasingly turns to include subterranean flora. The objective ranges from simple documentation to practical uses of rare natural distillations. Supplementary notes allude to Kramolag conducting and later funding expeditions into the Darklands. One refers to an encounter with dark creepers and their dark stalker leader, people who refer to themselves as the caligni. An anthropological diversion documents at least 30 communities of caligni living in the Darklands beneath Nidal, along with much of their biologically distinct caste system, culture, and religion.

Facility Records
KP — 15

One of Kramolag’s agents reports having lived among the caligni—An arrangement a settlement of dark creepers supported but that was opposed by the leaders of the community’s faith. Those who can read Dark Folk also learn that the caligni priests are often referred to as dark called, and they do not worship conventional deities of darkness but rather a strange god creature that lives among them.

Facility Records
KP — 10

Kramolag, with the support of well-funded backers, continues to finance raids on caligni communities. At several of the sites, her agents have captured creatures called owbs, which are enigmatic natives of the Shadow Plane that exert a strange influence over the caligni. Professor Kramolag redirected her resources toward understanding owbs and their inexplicable powers. Her research slowed to a crawl as she paid a favor to someone named Suliji Peshar, but her work soon resumed.

Facility Records
KP — 5

Kramolag’s exhaustive study of the owbs’ unique physiologies, their fundamental connection to the Plane of Shadow, and bizarre psychologies yielded encouraging results. Those who can read Dark Folk also learn that Kramolag posited that owbs are “splitter deities,” fragments of one or more mysterious, otherworldly consciousnesses that could be pieced back together like a broken vase. She suspected that by drawing upon her distant funders’ deep pockets, she might gather the resources to succeed.

Facility Records
KP — 0

In order to properly experiment on the owbs, Kramolag invested in new equipment for her private laboratory, which she refers to as the “god lab.” A packet of dense and meticulously written notes detail complex experiments involved in the small, seemingly unimportant room in the facility’s southeast corner. Written in a different hand are the following instructions: “To access the god lab, remember that when in the ethereal southeast, the lurker at the threshold shall be mine.”

Council of Shadows
KP — 15

The captive owbs know of Professor Kramolag as the “Remaker in Pain,” listening as she dictated notes stored in her “god lab.” She sought to distill the divine essence within each one of them to create something greater and whole.

Council of Shadows
KP — 10

The Remaker in Pain claimed success in her research, distilling multiple owbs into a vital but volatile essence brimming with potential. Her curiosity was not sated, though, and she repeated the process. She voiced frustration about someone named Suliji Peshar and corresponded several times with someone named Doctor Mais. If a PC succeeds at a Linguistics check...

Council of Shadows
KP — 0

The primary researcher learns something that Kramolag and her assistants never did: The name of one of the deific beings of which the owbs were once a part.

Roll initiative.